The real reason for rising temps

by phoebe looks and caito hara

Look at the people around you. Actually, check out the people around you. Check yourself—do you notice something? Do you notice the ridiculous amount of attractive human beings living amongst us? Yes, we are a smokin’ hot generation, a steamin’ hot generation, a heatin’ up and on fire generation. I mean, damn! It’s not surprising that Burlington has had a tough time bringing in its notoriously cold winter this year, nor is it surprising that in the past century we’ve been undergoing a phenomenon that some of us like to call global warming. Sure, you can blame it on Hollywood, the media, the limitless availability of commercial beauty products, and the Internet, but there is empirical evidence here that can’t be denied: more hotties, higher temps.

Let’s look back. Check out the people considered hotties in the 1800s. Muttonchops. Petticoats. Powdered wigs. Now Lincoln was a decent fellow, with the honesty and whatnot, but the top hat-impressive facial hair combo isn’t one to recommend from the dollar menu. Hoop skirts, corsets, petticoats and hats have today’s Derby-goers drooling over with envy; sound like fun? Maybe you’re into that kind of stuff, but in comparison to modern aesthetics, it’s easy to see why these trends faded.

The temperature increase all started back in the middle of the 20th century, around the time that our folks and many current movie hotties were being brought into this world as screaming bundles of joy. As they grew up and began families of their own, there was a palpable change in average attractiveness of each new generation and, as proven later, a palpable change in the average global temperature. Sociologists examined data gathered from the last 167 years to the day, and the trend they found was startling. Each new generation experienced a 69.365% increase in the average level of physical appeal across the board. Even more startling is the correlation between the hotness factor and the rising global temperature. At first climatologists were baffled as to the cause and extensive research was done into “Greenhouse Gases” before the correlation was discovered and revealed in August 2010.
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"We shut down a Western spy drone." 

"The female is more coy and shy, whereas the male is more outgoing." 

"In economics we already got St. Patrick's Day, which sounded like a good deal. So more drinks, more sales, and a lot of it involved in this." 

"At the same time, we can still keep our traditions pretty well here in the United States." 

"The Pay: A Terrible White Man's Day." 

"The Pay: A Terrible White Man's Day."
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The word “appalling,” meaning awful, terrible, and horrifying, originates from
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by Shannon Ward

The holidays are met with extremely mixed reviews based upon whom you talk to. There are the overly joyful people who dan Christmas movies, blur “Dr. Kevlar” during the holiday season (starting the day after Thanksgiving), there are the people who don’t even think of the holiday season until someone drops a cookie in a bowl everyone does, and there are those people like me. Call me a Grinch, but I’ll admit that the holiday season is the most joyless time for more people than most people like Twilight, High School Musical, and The Hangover. Because it instantly advent the holiday season of your life. It is wrong. It is not how you properly appre

Ah, the Awkwardly Photoshopped Together Family Photo. My personal favorite. This family ignores all of these. They are the only ones who live in a world of perfection. They have no idea what they’re getting into. They are the ones who are probably the most judgmental. This is the family photo that all soft a’s, by the way). The more time I’ve spent away the more I’ve come to realize

but they don’t use condoms because they figure, since he is technically dead, he does not have the ability to impregnate her, but he does impregnate her.

death by radiation. But, to tell you the truth, it was technically a killing

by Shannon Ward

twilight needs some re-vamping

The Awkwardly Photoshopped Together Family Photo

My personal favorite. This family ignores all of Monty’s plus to get together for a picture and leaves her in another dimension. Monty then, (of course) makes one family photos (at someone else’s expense) during this extremely dimes holiday season via the awkward family photo breakdown.

The Card

If you receive a plain old card, the best you can say is “Happy Holidays” or “Seasons Greetings”, but

VHS. If you receive a plain old card, the best you can say is “Happy Holidays” or “Seasons Greetings”, but

The Matchy-Matchy Christmas Portrait

This family is the family that loves the holidays just a little too much. They dive into their perfect mini-van donning matching

The Still-Matchy-Matchy But Taken at Home Picture

This family has slightly more shame than the previous family mentioned. The children wear for hours when the family forces them into coats that match their 12

The Family Vacation Card

This family doesn’t have time to take a Christmas picture either because no one is ever home or no one cares enough to arrange the photo, but the mother is in motion on a 12

The SOUTH-continued from page 2

did become a 90’s southern belle. My pet虽 SE, I googled fashioned in my blood, I

But, to tell you the truth, it was technically a killing

birth or even the rough vaginas sex that was most appalling about this movie, men, make me

and shit, and Edward is just mad and pale and

So, if you’re looking to be appalled, then
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fork it over.

cookin' on cable

how to become the next celebrity chef

by Alexander

Guy 1: Hey, it's your old pal Chadley.
Guy 2: I know, I know. I've been meaning to call you for ages.
Guy 1: Yeah, I know. I've been meaning to call you too.
Guy 2: So, what's new with you?
Guy 1: Same old same old. I'm still working at Ben and Jerry's.
Guy 2: Oh, that's great. I heard they're opening a new location.
Guy 1: I know, I know. I can't wait to check it out.
Guy 2: So, have you been doing much cooking lately?
Guy 1: Not really. I've been busy with work and stuff.
Guy 2: Well, I saw a new TV show last night about cooking.
Guy 1: Oh, no way. What was it about?
Guy 2: It was about the next celebrity chef. They're looking for someone to take over for Julia Child.
Guy 1: Oh, that sounds interesting. I've always wanted to be on TV.
Guy 2: Well, you never know. Maybe you could give it a try.
Guy 1: I don't know. I'm not really into cooking.
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Guy 2: Oh, I'm kidding. I know you wouldn't want to waste your time on something like that.
Guy 1: Yeah, I know. But I'm not really into cooking.
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As many of you know, last month was No Shave November. It was the month when men and women of the UVM community - nay, the world - put down their razors and let their scruff grow fully in. Beards got patchy, chins got itchy, and lumberjack tendencies were fully realized. We at the wt received thousands of submissions to our annual beardvember contest. After countless sleepless nights of beardvaluations, we present to you ... 

**Winner: Owen Rachampbell**

At first glance, this beard may seem pretty normal. But we'd like to draw your attention to the two nice peaks under the bottom lip, as well as the overall patchiness of the whole thing. It's not that we don't love the effort, Owen, it's just that your beard makes you look a bit like a ... well, skeezy weirdo. Keep growin'.

**Winner: Connor Morgan and Tom Lishness**

Congratulations to the defending champs of the bro-mance category, made even bromancier by the fact that these two blokes chose to snap this shot topless! We're left wondering how the clothed roommates in the background feel about this beardlove, but we're just gonna let that slide. Nice beards, bros.

**Winner: Derek Neal**

We're pretty sure our friend Derek here may have confused the freshman category with that of the skeezy weirdo. The sparse moustache look is completed by the soul searching stare, making us all nearly as uncomfortable as we're betting Derek felt while sporting this bad boy. Good effort, and we're glad you stuck through to the end. Congrats!

**Winner: Scott Goodwin**

Take a look at the picture on the left. Nice, normal lookin' guy. Now take a look at the picture on the right. Are you as petrified as we are? How can one simple moustache be responsible for such a drastic change in appearance? Now, we're sure Scott has learned to use this moustache to his advantage, letting it grow in when he needs to strip down for those hard core pornos he "acts" in. But we hope he knows that that shit has to go when he wants to be taken seriously by anyone alive past 1978. Remember, Scott: with great moustaches come great responsibility.